ABSTRACT

A novel virtual platform is presented, providing CAD/CAT support for efficient test development and attempting to bridge the gap between design and test. The platform, which models and simulates the entire test environment, provides methodologies, model libraries and tool sets to enable design, debug and verification of all test relevant processes including fault analysis, test algorithm, load board and test program development concurrently with IC design and fabrication phase and later smoothly apply the results to various test systems. One major idea of our work is adopting the open standards approach to guarantee interoperability. In addition, modeling methodologies for virtual tester and virtual silicon are proposed to further enhance interoperability between virtual and real test. To give an insight on how such environment seamlessly integrates into the test development flow, an ADC test which is performed both on the virtual platform and the real tester is described. The simulation environment is built using SystemC/-AMS libraries.

1. INTRODUCTION

While SoC products and their intended test environments are growing more complex, the time and cost for developing Test Program Sets (TPSs: test programs, load board and associated documents) has become one of the major issues in design and manufacturing. Currently, the design and test automation support for analog/mixed-signal devices is still not as mature as for digital ones in the sense of engineering and performance. To overcome the situation, Virtual Test (VT) techniques have been proposed and developed in the past decade to allow test engineers to develop, debug and verify TPSs in a simulation environment including models of Device Under Test and its target test system.

The VT techniques cover methodologies, model libraries and tool chains to collaborate between EDA tool and test system throughout the entire test development flow. An integral implementation of such method requires complete simulation models of DUT (Device Under Test), DIB (Device Interface Board), tester and even part of software - both test program and test system software (see Figure 1). Given the above, all aspects of a test can be designed and verified via simulation with the virtual test platform and proper tools. Obviously the modeling effort to build such environment is just as overwhelming as its benefits.

The reported work is performed as part of the project OK-TOPUS (FKZ 01M3182), funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) within the program IKT2020.
hensive information framework [1] which defines descriptive languages for test program and test resource allowing information to be transferred from one life-cycle phase to another between components within a test system and between test system and outside world. Potentially, this also grants a new opportunity for Virtual Test to achieve a platform independent and yet easy integratable implementation.

Another contribution is an efficient modeling strategy for Virtual Silicon and Virtual Tester. Due to the complexity of tester and their strong impact on analog test, it is essential to provide models of necessary accuracy with moderate computation cost and labour. Moreover, in order to smoothly transfer the test bench generated during simulation phase to the hardware platform, the virtual platform needs to provide the equivalent interfaces to test program as its hardware counterpart. In this paper, a unified solution based on SystemC/AMS is adopted to describe the test relevant resources including hardware, software and interconnection supporting test and verification from system to electrical level.

In section two, a detailed architecture of the proposed Virtual Test Platform will be described. In section three, an experimental application based on a commercial ADC product is described first on Virtual Test Platform and afterwards in the real test environment. Test results will be compared in the fourth section, followed by conclusion and outlook in the last section.

2. IMPLEMENTATION OF VT PLATFORM

2.1 Architecture of Virtual Test Platform

A Virtual Test Platform shall always reflect the architecture of its host test system with acceptable tradeoff between fidelity and efficiency. In this case TPSs can be developed and debugged with their simulation models instead of interacting with real test HW. Figure 2 depicts the VT platform (right block) mimicking the entire tester environment (left block). The overall system features a layered architecture composed of six major layers – Test executive, Test application, Driver interface, Instruments, Device Interface Board and Device Under Test – and an information exchange framework that enables cooperation between components from different layers and cooperation between VT and tester environment. The major building blocks of software are:

The test application layer: Test application, usually written in programming language, details the test requirements on its intended target tester platform. Its essential tasks are stimulus creation, response capturing, post-processing, calibration, correctness determination, etc. Recent studies have proven that test requirements can be expressed in a descriptive way rather than programming approach. Later, such descriptive information can be understood and further executed by some intelligent service module through the dynamic allocation of the native test resources during run time. IEEE 1641 Signal & Test Definition (STD [2]) accommodates this objective. We implement this standard to formally describe and simulate test requirements and hence pave the way to interface simulation and real test.

The test executive layer: This is execution management software for running specific test steps/sequences. NI TestStand is used in our OKTOPUS test system. It is a powerful tool for organizing, controlling, executing test-flows and for tracking DUT and reporting. Virtual test cases, when implemented with proper interfacing techniques, can also be managed within TestStand.

The driver interface layer: This is the layer between test program and hardware providing APIs to operate with instruments. For VT approach, it is beneficial to include the instrument driver into simulation model so that test program can interoperate with the model in a very equivalent manner to the real world.

ATML Information sharing framework: It is the key interface between VT platform and real-world tester that permits interoperation – shown in the center of Figure 2. ATML (Automatic Test Mark-up Language, IEEE 1671 [1]) provides formal description and semantic meaning for test domain knowledge in order to share and propagate test related information within and between tester environments. Moreover, IEEE-1641 STD is already covered in ATML as the means to describe the test requirements and the instruments’ capabilities.

Tool sets: Several tools, either proprietary or non-proprietary, are brought together on the common framework to facilitate TPS development flow. In our implementation, for example, an EDA-like schematic entry, named “TPConstructor”, was developed as the Virtual Test Platform to manage simulation models, construct tests, control simulation and interoperate with tester’s software.

In summary, the VT platform achieves integration into equally ATML compatible test system by constructing, simulating STD-based test graphically based on SystemC, and then both the test setup and outcome are captured and exported to corresponding ATML file. The execution of the test will be managed by tester’s native software. Further, through encompassing driver interface in the instrument model, test program based on instrument APIs can also be supported.

2.2 Modeling philosophy of test instruments

A test instrument is a physical device with accompanying driver resp. firmware that is used to accomplish a purpose (e.g. stimulus generation, measure, switching). The strategies for modeling instruments are:

HW/SW Coupling Unlike previous VT attempts, our
Instrument model does not only cover hardware behavior but also that of the driver (interfaces between HW and SW application). As shown in figure 2, the HW part of the model, which specifies its functional behavior, is the major entity for simulation purpose, whereas the SW part describes its associated driver behavior. This strategy provides a comprehensive way to characterize the behavior of an instrument model through driver APIs in a manner very equivalent manner to the real world. Furthermore, it helps to reduce the workload of porting the test program from the simulation environment to real execution. In fact, later we will show that using SystemC as modeling language, the effort is quite minimized.

Generic Behavioral Model In test systems, instruments can be categorized into several classes according to their roles (source, sink, condition, etc.) and functionalities. This fact permits us to sketch a common generic behavioral model for each class which can reflect instrument functionality parameterized as defined in the driver. Such generic models are described on high abstraction behavioral level without respect to different hardware implementations, yet can map to a variety of different instruments. This strategy reduces the modeling effort of instruments significantly with considerable enhancement in simulation efficiency.

Parametric Electrical Model (PEM) For some tests, instruments need to be described in more detail including timing, waveform levels and waveform shapes with distortion. This requires all aspects of distortions which are introduced along the signal path before instrument ports need to be considered.

Generally, instrument imperfections can be divided into two groups: Static nonlinearity (SNL), superposition and random/non-determinism usually can be described mathematically with explicit allocation to inputs and outputs. The second group consists of electrical parts that are coupling with external circuitry (e.g. impedance). This part must be modeled under consideration of conservation laws – using declarative equations rather than assignments. One difficulty is that, in most cases the PEM depends on the instruments configurations, roles and settings. Thus, we need to find a way to determine the correct PEM for the instrument under different configurations. Different instruments with even the same capability will have different performance (e.g. resolution, precision, etc).

Separate Descriptive Information Models In order to facilitate a generic instrument model to reflect a specific real world instrument followed by a relevant PEM (under the current setting), information of the particularity needs to be stored in a separate file for run-time query. Currently, the ATML Instrument Description file can fulfill the purpose – using STD to describe HW ability.

Instrument Bus Module Optionally, this can be inserted to the instrument model to describe bus occupation and access latency for data transfer between test program and instruments, thus providing simulation and debug capability for resource plan and test sequence scheduling.

The overall instrument model (see Figure 3), is assembled with all above described sub-models, either statically or dynamically according to the test intent. The implementation of instrument generic behavioral model utilizes a hierarchical architecture based on STD signal library. Some example code in SystemC and simulation result are shown in List 1 and Figure 4. One difficulty for model assembly is to manage the data transfer and interaction among the models in terms of the internal coupling mechanism of the system during the automatic generation of test bench, i.e. dynamic model assembly. The overall test bench mixes models belonging to different domains (e.g. energy domain, signal flow, discrete event, etc) and described in different abstraction levels. A SystemC-based smart-router is developed to handle the problem and allocate appropriate channels to connect pairs of models.

```
Listing 1: Function Generator: AM Module

2.3 Signal Path

The signal path from test system port to DUT will influence the signal integrity. Pur instance, our environment provides several parametric models of transmission line (e.g.}
Figure 4: Simulation results of Function Generator: AM with different carrier

T, U, W types) for high frequency application, allowing to evaluate the signal deterioration along the path through simulation. The parameters for the model are calculated from measurement.

2.4 Modeling philosophy of DUT

The DUT models, either from designer during a top-down design flow or from sketch, have major influence on the test results, hence should be chosen carefully. There is no such model that can cover all the needs of VT especially when simulation cost is concerned. Therefore, the use of hybrid abstraction models, which only expose appropriate details, is widely acknowledged as DUT modeling policy in VT practice. It allows rapid exploration of more alternative test solutions through a massive virtual test. Furthermore, in this work, a Y-chart based approach [14] is developed to inspire test engineers to select appropriate abstraction models and assemble them together with proper interconnections for a particular test intent while taking into account DUT’s structure and abstraction.

2.5 Modeling Language

Considering the aforementioned modeling strategy: HW SW coupling, hybrid abstraction modeling and open architecture, all these lead us to SystemC[5][11] and its extensions which are actively driving standardization processes (e.g. TLM) in the areas of SoC verification and test before 1st silicon. SystemC defines a modeling and simulation framework that provides one single language to describe and co-simulate systems from different disciplines with different models of computation and on different levels of abstraction.

In this paper, SystemC-AMS[13] – an extension of SystemC – is used to provide additional language constructs for modeling analog mixed signal behavior. The currently available version of SystemC-AMS is optimized for signal processing dominated applications and allows modeling of conservative linear (linear electrical networks) and non-conservative signal flow behavior with linear dynamic and non-linear static equations.

3. ADC CASE STUDY

3.1 Virtual Test Implementation

An existing mixed signal IC, AD1870, is used to perform VT in the above-mentioned environment. The whole test development flow is covered: from the very beginning of creating a hardware independent test description with a schematic entry tool (TPConstructor) over VT generation and execution unto finally propagating valuable results to the target test system (OKTOPUS TPS implementation) which will be shown later. The ADC1870 is a stereo, 16-bit oversampling ADC based on Σ-Δ technology. As widely known, simulation of such application is very CPU intensive, hence it’s a challenging task to find efficient solutions.

In this work, over 20 block models are associated to describe the ADC in different abstraction levels or views. Using the Y-chart based approach, the hierarchical combination of the models is evaluated before each test for yielding an appropriate accuracy and efficiency. Two tests cases are conducted and described in detail: Opens and Shorts Test (OAS) and dynamic performance test.

3.1.1 Opens and Shorts Test

OAS test, which belongs to DC parametric semiconductor validation, checks for faults in the protection diode circuitry of semiconductor chips to ensure that there is no short between each DUT pin and $V_{dd}$, $V_{ss}$ or with each other.

Test Setup: The test setup for OAS is created with TPConstructor in an EDA-like manner (see Figure. 5).

Here, the test is constructed in a signal-oriented way - specifying signals being applied or measured at the target DUT pins including complete information about signal type, signal role, signal attributes, relevant timing (delay, synchronization) and uncertainties. The descriptions are compliant to IEEE 1641 STD, which has defined over 60 most fundamental signal and measurement functions (BSCs) that might conceivable required on DUT pins, including sources, conditioners, events, measurements, digital and connections.

Beneficial from this approach, the test intent is quite instant at the schematic: -100µA current is drawn from one of the DUT pins (LnRCK) while all other pins are grounded; the voltage drop across LnRCK’s internal diode is measured in the meantime. The source signal (Guard_DC) is built in a test signal library to provide reusability (see Figure 6). The underlining behavior is very clear: a current supply with over voltage protection.

Figure 5: OAS Test Setup (TPConstructor)

In this work, instruments in the OKTOPUS system are described in terms of the signal capabilities, hence it’s a challenging task to find efficient solutions.

Instrument Assembling: In this work, instruments in the OKTOPUS system are described in terms of the signal capa-
bilities that they support. List 3 illustrates the information of NI PXI-4130 module which is employed in this test. Its associated model consists of two parts: function behavior (GuardDC) and pin error.

Listing 2: ATML Test Description (partial)

Listing 3: NI PXI-4130 Description File (partial)

Furthermore, PEM provides more accuracy. It gives guidance for prediction and evaluation of instrument performance. In this test, slew rate and output impedance (described in linear network domain) are used.

The overall instrument model is automatically assembled with these parts and appropriate interface – once adequate information is available. In addition, an IVI-Class compliant instruments library is built through the reuse of BSC signals and PEMs to form functional behavior and additional IVI instruments library is built through the reuse of BSC signals information is available. In addition, an IVI-Class compliant with these parts and appropriate interface – once adequate

In this test, slew rate and output impedance (described in linear/nonlinear, etc) and select most appropriate modelling approach. Here we use synchronous data flow (SDF) to character ADC dynamic parameters via time domain simulation. The choice is appropriate because most of analog components of Σ-∆ modula-
tion performance test is shown in Figure 7. The primitive components on the schematic are peripheral circuit on the load board and driving an ADC with a full-scale sinusoidal input within interested signal band.

Test Setup: The test setup for ADC1870 dynamic performance test is shown in Figure 7. The primitive components on the schematic are peripheral circuit on the load board to enhance ADC performance. As they’re not configurable through tests therefore they are omitted when creating test description file, however are pased with well respect in simulation. On the other hand, the signal models which imply later implementation with right instruments are reflected in both files.

Figure 7: ADC Dynamic Test Setup

Listing 4: Test Bench in SystemC/-AMS (partial)

**Performance Test: Dynamic Specification**

Dynamic specifications of ADCs are very important in high-speed applications and are very sensitive to the instrument performance. Most dynamic specifications can be retrieved by driving an ADC with a full-scale sinusoidal input within interested signal band.

**Test Setup:** The test setup for ADC1870 dynamic performance test is shown in Figure 7. The primitive components on the schematic are peripheral circuit on the load board to enhance ADC performance. As they’re not configurable through tests therefore they are omitted when creating test description file, however are passed with well respect in simulation. On the other hand, the signal models which imply later implementation with right instruments are reflected in both files.

**DUT Models:** Unlike conventional analog simulator, SystemC-AMS provides an open framework allowing user to differentiate analog block (e.g. conservative/non-conservative, linear/nonlinear, etc) and select most appropriate modeling technique and simulation algorithms. Here we use synchronous data flow (SDF) to characterize ADC dynamic parameters via time domain simulation. The choice is appropriate because most of analog components of Σ-∆ modulator are clocked and hence the terminals between integrator blocks and filters may be considered to be non-conservative and the direction is mostly strait forward. Especially, SystemC-AMS is optimized for multi-rate SDF application.
which are very well suited for this oversample modulator. Computation time compared between SystemC-AMS SDF, Matlab and VHDL-AMS with same amount of samples (resp. 2s, 3.7s, > 15min at 8k samples), proves its efficiency.

3.2 Hardware Implementation
To achieve the selected tests (OAS, dynamic performance test) of the ADC, following NI PXI(e) instruments have been used in our OKTOPUS system:
- 81390 Real-Time Controller
- 66525 Synchronization and CLK
- 2535 Switch-Matrix
- 4130 Device Power Supply (SMU)
- 5421 Arbitrary Waveform Generator
- 7842 Protocol Capture (FPGA)

One thing worth noting is FPGA card that can be configured for multi-function. In order to make it addressable from specific signal requirement - in our case FS protocol - we must describe its intend usage in its information file.

For dynamic performance, the ADC serial output stream into the PXI-7842 which implement FS-to-parallel converter and buffer. The samples are later transferred through the PXI bus to the real time controller and then to the host. On the host, performance is analyzed within Matlab. The FFT could also be implemented into the FPGA card after well verified in Virtual Test, in order to be more sufficient for production test.

4. RESULTS
It’s clear that VT benefits both the designer and test engineer by enhancing verification/test debug efficiency and fault analysis through full access/control of the DUT model. Another major advantage is that, with accurate instrument models, VT allows verification of instrument performance and prediction of test results including influence from target HW. In order to show the feature, we performed dynamic parameter test with a legacy instrument (Philips PM 5193) as stimulus and without a bandpass filter. The same test parameter test with a legacy instrument (Philips PM 5193) is run in our VTP, with the models exactly describing PM 5193’s performance including noise floor, nonlinearity and jitter. Results (Figure 8) show that through VT the instrument influence to the test results can be predicted efficiently. This feature allows test engineer evaluates instruments for high performance tests.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Conclusion: VT is a powerful Concurrent Engineering technique in TPS development flow. In this work, an Open Standards Architecture(VTP was proposed in order to permit VT techniques deeply integrated into the TPS development flow. A pilot VTP is established, consisting of an extendable library of virtual tester, virtual silicon and EDA-like front end. The objective is, through our platform independent OSA-VTP, to bring simulation and test environment together in an interoperable manner, allowing the test development process going along efficiently in VTP and transfer the results to the real test system. Modeling strategies for instruments and DUTs are discussed with respect to the trade-offs between modeling effort, simulation accuracy and efficiency. An ADC test is performed to evaluate proposed VTP. Results achieved are promising.

Outlook: At present the test programs in VTP and target test environment are still slightly different, though the syntax for configuring tester resources is close enough; further exploitation is still required for better test program reusability. While the modern test standard and architecture is still evolving, some components are not final yet, it is beneficial to keep a close watch on them and replace the non-standard parts gradually. For even more accurate simulation results, it is necessary to take also the switch matrix and the interconnect into account. The model of signal paths in the system will be further developed for high performance tests. This was not the scope of this paper but will be presented in future work.
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